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1
$(\mathcal{K}, \mathcal{O}, k)$ $G$ $O^{p}(G)$ $G$
$G_{p’}$ $G$ $P$ $G$ $Sylo\dot{w}$
$\tilde{P}=\langle[T, O^{p}(N_{G}(T))]|T\leq P\rangle$
Puig [11], [12] $G$
$\tilde{P}$ $G$ $b(G)$
$\tilde{P}=P\cap O^{p}(G)$ (Puig [11])
$P$ $b(G),$ $b(N_{G}(\tilde{P}))$ $b(N_{G}(P))$ perfect iso-
metric.
Rouquier ([13], $A$ .2.)
[5]




$b$ $G$ $R_{\mathcal{K}}(G, b)= \sum_{\chi\in Irr(b)}Z\chi$
Irr $(b)$ $b$
1811 2012 123-129 123
$G’$ $b’$ $I$ : $R_{\mathcal{K}}(G’, b’)arrow R_{\mathcal{K}}(G, b)$
$I$ 2 $b’$ $b$
(Brou\’e [2]).
(1) $G’\cross G$ $(g’,g)$ $\sum_{\chi\in Irr(b)},\chi’(g’)I(\chi’)(g)$
$\mathcal{O}$ $|C_{G’}(g’)|$
$|C_{G}(g)|$
(2) $\sum$ $\chi’(g’)I(\chi’)(g)\neq 0$ $g$ $g’$
$\chi’\in Irr(b’)$
$b’$ $b$ $l(b’)=l(b)$ , $l(b)$ $b$
Brauer IBr $(b)$ $b,$ $b’$ Cartan $C_{b},$ $C_{b’}$
(Broue[2], 1.5).
$\bigoplus_{\psi\in IBr(b)}Z\psi$
$Z$- $b$ basic set (Brauer [1]). basic set $W(b)$
$(\pi, b_{\pi})$ $kBrauer$ ( $b$ subsection ) $W(b_{\pi})$ $b_{\pi}$ basic set
$\chi\in$ Irr $(b)$ $G$ $\chi^{(\pi,b_{\pi})}$ : $\chi^{(\pi,b_{\pi})}$ $\pi$ $1\succ section$
$0$ $C_{G}(\pi)_{p’}$ $\rho$
$\chi^{(\pi,b_{\pi})}(\pi\rho)=\sum_{\varphi_{j}^{(\pi)}\in W(b_{\pi})}d^{\pi}\varphi_{j}^{(\pi)}(\rho)\chi\varphi_{j}^{(\pi)}$
$d^{\pi}(\pi)\in \mathcal{O}.$ $d^{\pi}(\pi)$ basic set $W(b_{\pi})$
$\chi\varphi_{j}$ $\chi\varphi_{j}$
$\Pi\subseteq P$ $G$ $\eta$ $G$- $P$
$\pi$
$\pi’$ $G$- $P$ $\eta(\pi)=\eta(\pi’)$




$G,$ $G’$ $b,$ $b’$ 5
(i) $k(b)=k(b’)$ . Irr $(b)=\{\chi_{i}|i=1,2, \cdots , k(b)\},$ $Irr(b’)=\{\chi_{i}’|i=1,2, \cdots, k(b’)\}$
(ii) $b$ $b$ $P$ $(P, b_{P}),$ $(P, b_{p}’)$ $b$ -Bmuer
$b’$ -Bmuer
(iii) $P$ $\Pi$ $\{(\pi, b_{\pi})\in(P, b_{P})|\pi\in\Pi\}$ $b$ -Bmuer G-
$\{(\pi, b_{\pi}’)\in(P, b_{p}’)|\pi\in\Pi\}$ $b’$ -Brauer $G$’-
(iv) $l(b_{\pi})=l(b_{\pi}’)$ $(\forall\pi\in\Pi)$ ,
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$(v)\pi$ $\Pi\backslash \{1\}$ $b_{\pi}$ basic set $W(b_{\pi})=\{\varphi_{j}^{(\pi)}|j=1,2, \cdots, l(b_{\pi})\}$
$b_{\pi}’$ basic set $W(b_{\pi}’)=\{\varphi_{j}^{J(\pi)}|j=1,2, \cdots, l(b_{\pi}’)\}$
$d_{\chi_{i}\varphi_{j}^{(\pi)}}^{\pi}=\epsilon_{i}d_{\chi_{i}’\varphi_{j}^{\prime(\pi)}}^{\pi}, \epsilon_{i}=\pm 1(1\leq i\leq k(b), 1\leq j\leq l(b_{\pi}))$ .
$\chi_{i}’\in R_{\mathcal{K}}(G’, b’)\mapsto\epsilon_{i}\chi_{i}\in R_{\mathcal{K}}(G, b)$
$b’$ $b$
1 ([10]) $G$ $b$ $(P, b_{P})$ $b$ -Bmuer $G$
$\tilde{P}$ [11] $b$ $\tilde{P}$ Bmuer $\mathcal{F}_{(P,b_{P})}(G, b)$
$\mathcal{F}_{(P,b_{P})}(N_{G}(P), b_{P^{N_{G}(P)}})$ $b=b(G)$ $N_{G}(P)$ $G$ $p$-
control
3 $b(G)$
3 4 [6] $\tilde{G}=O^{p}(G)$
$\tilde{G}$ Sylow $p$ $\tilde{P}$ [3] $b(\tilde{G})$
Irr $(b(G))$ $\tilde{P}\neq 1$
$b(G)$ inertial index $|N_{G}(P)/PC_{G}(P)|$ $e$ $E$ $N_{G}(P)/O_{p’}(C_{G}(P))$
$e=1$ $\tilde{G}$ $G$ $p$- $e\neq 1$
3.1. 1 $\tilde{P}$
$N_{G}(\tilde{P})=O_{p’}(C_{G^{-}}(\tilde{P}))N_{G}(P), O_{p’}(C_{G^{-}}(\tilde{P}))\cap N_{G}(P)=O_{p’}(C_{G}(P))$ ,
$E\cong N_{\tilde{G}}(\tilde{P})/C_{\tilde{G}}(\tilde{P})$ .
$b(\tilde{G})$ inertial index $e$
3.2. $\tilde{P}$ Glauberman ([7], 13.8) : $P=\tilde{P}\rtimes C_{P}(E)$ ,
$G=\tilde{G}\rtimes C_{P}(E)$ .
(1) $P/[\tilde{P}, P]\cong(\tilde{P}/[\tilde{P}, P])\cross C_{P}(E)$ .






3.3. ([3] [4], \S 68) $b(\tilde{G})$ $e$ $=1_{\tilde{G}},\tilde{\chi}_{2},$ $\cdots,\tilde{\chi}_{e}$
$\tilde{m}$ $\tilde{\chi}_{\mu}(\mu\in\tilde{\mathcal{M}})$
$1_{\tilde{G}}* \eta_{\mu}=(e-1)1_{\tilde{G}}-\sum_{i=2}^{e}\epsilon_{i}\tilde{\chi}_{i}+\epsilon\tilde{\chi}_{\mu}, \epsilon_{i}, \epsilon=\pm 1$
$\epsilon_{1}=1$
$\mu\in \mathcal{M}\cap Irr_{P}(\tilde{P})$ $Irr_{P}(P)$ $P$- Irr $(\tilde{P})$ (1)
$\mu$ $C_{P}(E)\subseteq Ker\hat{\mu}$ $P$ 1 $\hat{\mu}$
$\eta_{\hat{\mu}}:=\sum_{a\in E}\hat{\mu}^{a}.$
1 $\eta_{\hat{\mu}}$ $G$- $P$ 3.4. 3.3.
3.4. $\mu\in \mathcal{M}\cap Irr_{P}(\tilde{P})$
(2) $1_{G}* \eta_{\hat{\mu}}=(e-1)1_{G}-\sum_{i=2}^{e}\epsilon_{i}\chi_{i}+\epsilon\chi_{\mu},$
$\chi_{i}\downarrow_{\tilde{G}}=\tilde{\chi}_{i}, \chi_{\mu}\downarrow_{\tilde{G}}=\tilde{\chi}_{\mu}$
$\chi_{i},$ $\chi_{\mu}\in$ Irr$(b(G))$ $\chi_{\mu}$ $\tilde{\chi}_{\mu}$ $G$ canonical
$\chi_{1}=1_{G}$ (2) $\chi_{k}(2\leq k\leq e)$
$\epsilon_{k}(\chi_{k}*\eta_{\hat{\mu}})=(e-1)\chi_{k}-\sum_{i\neq k}\epsilon_{i}\chi_{i}+\epsilon\chi_{\mu}, (\forall\mu\in \mathcal{M}\cap Irr_{P}(\tilde{P}))$
.
$\nu\in\tilde{\mathcal{M}}$ $P$ stabilizer $P_{\nu}$ $G_{\nu}=\tilde{G}P_{\nu}$ $G_{\nu}$ $\tilde{\chi}_{\nu}$ $G$
stabilizer $\chi_{\nu}$ $\tilde{\chi}_{\nu}$ $G_{\nu}$ canonical $b(G)$ $b(\tilde{G})$
cover Clifford 3.4.
2 $\mathcal{M}(\subseteq\tilde{\mathcal{M}})$ Irr $(\tilde{P})\backslash \{1_{P^{-}}\}$ $N_{G}(P)$ -
Irr $(b(G))=( \bigcup_{i=1}^{e}\{\chi_{i}\lambda_{i}|\lambda_{i}\in$ Irr $(G/\tilde{G})=$ Irr $(P/\tilde{P})\})$
$\cup$
$( \bigcup_{\nu\in \mathcal{M}}\{(\chi_{\nu}\lambda_{\nu})\uparrow_{G_{\nu}}^{G}|\lambda_{\nu}\in$ Irr $(G_{\nu}/\tilde{G})=$ Irr $(P_{\nu}/\tilde{P})\})$ .




4.1. $C_{G}(u)$ Sylow $p$ $C_{P}(u)$
4.2. $b_{u}$ inertial index 1 $e$ $b_{u}$





$d_{\chi\varphi_{j}^{(u)}}^{u}$ $d_{\chi_{i}\varphi_{j}^{(u)}}^{u}(1\leq i,j\leq e)$
$G=\langle\tilde{G}, u\rangle$
3 $b_{u}$ inertial index 1 basic set Bmuer
$(1_{C_{G}(u)})\downarrow c_{c(u)_{p}}$ ,
$D^{(u,b_{u})}=$
$\{\begin{array}{l}\lambda_{i}\in Irr (P/\tilde{P})= Irr (G/\tilde{G}) ,v\in \mathcal{M},\lambda_{\nu}\in Irr (P_{\nu}/\tilde{P})= Irr (G_{\nu}/\tilde{G}) .\end{array}$
$b_{u}$ inertial index $e$ $u\in C_{P}(E)$
$d^{u}\chi_{i}\varphi_{j}^{(u)}$
$G=\langle\tilde{G}, u\rangle=\tilde{G}\rtimes\langle u\rangle, P=\tilde{P}x\langle u\rangle$
$C_{G}(u)/\langle u\rangle$ $C_{P}(u)/\langle u\rangle\cong C_{p^{-}}(u)$
[2], 1.5 5.3 $b_{u}$ basic set $W(b_{u})=$
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$\{\varphi_{1}^{(u)}=(1_{C_{G}(u)})\downarrow c_{c(u)_{p}},, \varphi_{2}^{(u)}, \cdots, \varphi_{e}^{(u)}\}$
(4) $C^{b_{u}}=|\langle u\rangle|(m+1mm$ $m+1mm$
. . .
$m+1mm:)_{e\cross e}$





$4b_{u}$ inertial index $e$ $b_{u}$ basic set $\{\varphi_{1}^{(u)}=(1_{C_{G}(u)})\downarrow c_{G(u)_{p}},$
, $\varphi_{2}^{(u)},$ $\cdots,$ $\varphi_{e}^{(u)}\}$
$D^{(u,b_{u})}=$
$\{\begin{array}{l}\lambda_{i}\in Irr (P/\tilde{P})= Irr (G/\tilde{G}) ,\nu\in \mathcal{M},\lambda_{\nu}\in Irr (P_{\nu}/\tilde{P})= Irr (G_{\nu}/\tilde{G}) .\end{array}$
1 $N_{G}(P)$ $N_{G}(P)$ $\tilde{P}$ 2,
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